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The National Association of Safety Professionals
is proud to be part of the Wilmington Regional
Safety & Health School this year. Each year,
safety professionals from around the area
organize this excellent event which brings
nationally recognized speakers to the Port City
to focus on the latest in safety related topics for
two packed days of presentations, good food,
and a lot of fun.

Topics include:

Eric Gislason

Executive Director
NASP/IASP

•
•
•
•
•
•

Intro to Safety Management Systems
Fall Protection Standard Update
Fall Protection for Tools
Confined Space Rescue
Managing Worker Injuries to the Spine
“Safegagment”

•
•
•
•
•

Electrical Safety
Powered Industrial Trucks
Active Shooter
Silica
Ergonomics

We highly recommend attending this school and the early bird special ends soon, so don’t miss out. Click here to
find out more and to register now. http://www.wilmingtonsafetyschool.com/program/
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What Makes our CSM So Special?

One of the principal goals established at NASP’s inception was to find a new way to
present workplace safety training that would help employees to remember what they
were taught and then teach that training methodology to those trained employees. It
was a time (the early 90s) when almost all safety training came in the form of a relentless
and tiresome lecture or a series of videos both of which lose the attention of the adult
learner very quickly. Employees simply did not remember much of what they heard in
those classes. NASP was founded with a deeply-held desire to help reduce deaths and
injuries in the workplace. It was obvious that one way to do that was to make safety
training more effective by finding a way to help employees remember what they were
taught.
NASP decided training must be different. The result was the first use of modern adult
training methodology in workplace safety training in the United States. There was some
trial and error and a great deal of help and advice from our students before we finally
reached a true, cutting-edge course on workplace safety training. Word spread quickly,
and we soon had representatives of other safety training organizations attending our
courses which included a “how to train” component and utilizing adult training methods.
Soon, a number of OSHA employees attended our courses and before long, OSHA began
to incorporate this training methodology into their training. We were thrilled to see this
new approach take root and grow in the United States.

We just completed our CSM course in Wilmington, NC and what a diverse
crowd we had attend from around the world. I met with several of the
students after the class for a nice, cold beverage and enjoyed some of the
feedback I received. We had ‘newbies’ and veterans alike that mentioned it
was one of the best safety classes they had attended. While I would like to
take full credit for this and pat myself on the back, I know that the success
of the CSM designation goes well beyond the instructor and is rooted in
the concepts and philosophies of what NASP is all about.

Fast forward twenty plus years and we continue to make our mark in the arena of
workplace safety training. We have many other competitors with similar names, but
there will always be only one Certified Safety Manager Course. Our last CSM in 2018 will
be held in New Orleans on October 1-5, 2018. Click here to register now.
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When things have been going well for a period of time, workers can develop a false sense of security. “I’ve been doing it this way for 20 years,” they
may say. “Nothing will ever happen to me.” The problem with this line of
complacent thinking: The majority of people who have been injured on the
job probably thought that – until the unthinkable happens.
The Calm Before the Storm
A recent fatal explosion at a mill in Wisconsin highlights why complacency is dangerous.
Only 19 people were working at the mill that night and, from all appearances, it
was just another regular shift. The facility had a dry corn milling process, which is
inherently a dust-producing operation. The corn dust is combustible and known to be
capable of generating overpressures under the right conditions. At approximately 11
p.m. that night, an explosion killed five workers and injured the remaining 14 people.
The U.S. Chemical Safety Board (CSB) is investigating, and what they discovered so far
and released to the public is startling. In interviews with workers, they told the CSB
they believed conditions at the mill that night were “normal.” Up until just moments
before the explosions, workers were either unaware of any problems or assumed
their troubleshooting efforts would reveal a manageable situation. One of the workers
even noted that before the explosion, it was a “really quiet, really calm night.” Other
workers noted they smelled smoke. But the superintendent said based on his previous
experience, the worst he’d seen when someone reported smoke in the mill was a
burning belt or motor.

Combating Complacency
The CSB hasn’t determined the cause of the explosions yet. But the agency noted there
were dust clouds before the incident, and that the stirring up of combustible dust on the
floors, overhead piping and other surfaces inside the mill may have triggered the fatal
blast. Either way, the interviews with workers reveal they were in a lull of complacency
– thinking nothing bad would ever happen, until it did. Let your employees know that
complacency can be a killer. Generating interest in safety and getting workers involved
in your program is one of the best ways to stamp out complacency – before it leads
to big trouble. To learn more about dealing with HAZMAT Emergency Responses such
as dust explosions, plan on attending our HAZMAT Train-the-Trainer in Wilmington, NC
November 5-9, 2018. Click here for details.
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What’s New with OSHA Under Trump?

President Trump’s first year-plus in office has been anything but quiet. But his influence on OSHA and workplace safety hasn’t made too many headlines.
Jordan Barab, a former OSHA official under Obama, reviewed the biggest changes OSHA has made in the first 17 months of the Trump administration
during a session at the AIHce conference in Philadelphia. It’s no secret the president has moved to trim back regulations. Barab noted that one of Trump’s
first actions as president was to issue executive orders dealing with the regulatory process.
New Regulations Not Likely
The most well-known executive order established that for every new federal regulation passed
(including by OSHA), two regulations must be repealed. Barab said the executive order hasn’t
been used yet by OSHA or any other federal agency. He added that developing a new rule takes
several years, and it would take just as long to repeal one. OSHA’s recent regulatory agenda
showed movement on new safety regs. But given Trump’s executive orders and Republicans’
general dislike of regulations, Barab predicted that no major new OSHA standards will likely be
finalized while Trump is in office.
OSHA in Holding Pattern
Peg Seminario of the AFL-CIO also spoke during the conference. Seminario noted that Trump has
nominated Scott Mugno, a former safety director for FedEx Ground, to be the leader of OSHA,
but he still hasn’t been confirmed yet. It’s unclear when Mugno will be confirmed as OSHA’s new
leader, Seminario said. Until OSHA does have a leader, Seminario said it’s unlikely there will be
any major changes made by the safety agency.
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Steel plate falls on, kills worker: $162K OSHA fine

Deadly explosion leads to fines for manufacturer

Fine: $162,596

Fine: $281,220

Company: Douglas N. Higgins Inc., Naples, FL

Company: Verla International LTD, New Windsor, NY

Business: Utility company

Business: Cosmetics manufacturer

Reasons for fine:
Two willful, one repeat, one serious and one other-than-serious
violations, including failure to:
• require adequate cave-in protection for employees working in trenches
• provide safe entry and exit from a trench
• perform atmospheric testing

Reasons for fine:
Nine serious and two repeat safety violations, including failure to:
• take adequate precautions to prevent the ignition of flammable vapors
• familiarize employees with fire extinguisher use
• properly store combustible waste material

A struck-by incident killed an employee of this company. OSHA visited
after having fined the company just last year in a separate incident.
Douglas N. Higgins Inc., a utility company, faces $162,596 in proposed
penalties following an incident in which an employee suffered fatal
injuries when a steel plate fell on him as he installed sewer lines.

A New York cosmetics factory is looking at $281,000 in fines after multiple
explosions in November 2017 killed one worker and injured 125 others.
OSHA cited Verla International for multiple safety violations leading
to the deadly fires, including failure to properly dispose of flammable
materials and failure to develop an emergency response plan.

Recent OSHA Citations from Around the Country
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2 workers burned to death after pipeline ignited

Workers repeatedly exposed to lead hazards

An energy company and a pipeline operator both failed to protect
workers from potential fires at a gas pipeline, and the businesses are
facing serious OSHA fines after two workers were fatally burned. The
employees were clearing a blockage in a gas pipeline when flammable
vapors and gases from a vacuum truck leaked, igniting the pipeline and
starting a fire.

A Midwest company faces $147,822 in OSHA fines for exposing
employees to lead and other hazards. OSHA says 14 employees were
exposed to airborne lead at levels 11 times the permissible exposure
limit.
Fine: $147,822

Fine: $79,004

Company: C & D Technologies Inc., Milwaukee

Companies: DCP Midstream LP, Denver; Complete Energy Services Inc.,
Houston

Business: Battery manufacturer
Reasons for fine:
Two repeat and six serious violations, including failure to:
• implement sufficient controls to prevent lead exposure
• monitor ventilation for the presence of lead
• provide respiratory protection
• install machine guarding

Business: Pipeline operator; energy supplier
Reasons for fine:
Three safety violations, including failure to:
• control potential ignition sources in a work area
• isolate hazardous energy sources using lockout/tagout procedures

Recent OSHA Citations from Around the Country
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